I. INTRODUCTION
According to Symantec's statistics [1] , they detected 18.4 million mobile malwares in 2016, 5% higher compared with it in 2015. There are 36.000 new variations of Android malware which belong to 4 new malwares detected in 2016. According to IDC statistics [2] , Android operating system accounts for 85% of mobile operating system market. As explained in Figure 1 , Android operating system has expanded its market recently and continuously keep on that trend. Another results of Symantec [3] revealed that stealing sensitive data behaviour the most popular one with 36%. Worldwide smart phone operating system market share (Share in unit shipments) [2] Android Operating system has five main components, such as Applications, Applications Framework, Libraries, Android Runtime, and Linux Kernel [4] . Figure 2 shows the architecture of Android operating system in detailed.
The Application layer provides main applications offer core features of Android Operation system such as email, SMS messengers, web browser, contact list management,… Application of third-parties can be pre-installed applications in Android Operating system. This is the reason why we should analyze security threat of pre-installed applications in Application layer.
The Applications Framework layer provides a full set of Android Operation system's methods via APIs written by Java. It offers simple ways to reuse system components and services such as View System, Resource Manager, Notification Manager, Activity Manager, and Content Providers. Assuming that all pre-installed applications are benign, security threats still exist in other components of Android Operating system. Applications Framework component is a special one. It is the reason why security analysis at the Applications Framework layer is necessary during analyzing security on the Android operating system.
The Libraries layer has libraries written by C and C++ that can support to components and services in Applications Framework layer.
Figure 2. Android operating system architecture [4]
The Android Runtime is used to run multiple virtual machines on low memory devices by executing DEX files. Each application runs in a separate Android Runtime instance. This technique reduces the effects of errors caused by another application.
Linux Kernel is the core component of the Android operating system. Using the Linux kernel allows Android to inherit important security functions and helps device manufacturers develop their hardware drivers. Security analysis on the Android operating system can be deployed at this lowest level. Security analysis at the Linux kernel layer can detect security threats that can not be detected in the upper layers. However, security analysis at this layer will be more challenges because the gathered information is large and difficult to understand. Currently, there are many studies perform security analysis on Android firmware [5, 6] . However, these studies only focus on single application analysis at Applications layer, and default setting analysis in Android firmware. They didn't perform security analysis at Application Framework layer.
Michael Grace et al propose Woodpecker [6] to detect sensitive data leakage in Android custom ROMs, by analyzing each application in these ROMs. This study uses the Control Flow Graph (CFG) to detect any sensitive data flow. However, Woodpecker only analyzes data flows by using single application analysis instead of multiple application analysis.
DroidRay [5] analyzes pre-installed applications and default settings of 250 Android custom ROMs in the wild. To assess the security threats in pre-installed applications, DroidDray uses VirusTotal [7] to scan each application in the ROM. DroidDray uses single application analysis. Although, DroidRay analyzes more components of the Android firmware than Woodpecker [6] , such as analyzing the /etc/hosts file to detect abnormal URL redirects. However, it does not conduct sensitive data flow analysis on inter-applications and the Application framework.
In this study, we propose a system, named uitXFROID, that enables to detect sensitive data leakage in Android custom ROMs by analyzing sensitive data flows in Android Framework layer and default setting of Linux kernel of Android Operating system.
The main contributions of this study are:
 We propose a method to analyze the security threats in Android custom ROMs by analyzing sensitive data flow in the Android Framework layer and default setting in Linux Kernel layer of Android Operating system. This is the first study conducted sensitive data flow analysis at the Android Framework layer and the default settings of Android custom ROMs.
 We build a dataset that has 10 Android custom ROMs that contain sensitive data leakage scenarios. It can be used as a reliable dataset of related studies in the future.
 We evaluate the proposed system not only on our dataset but also Android custom ROMs downloaded from the Internet.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: The proposed system is described in Section II. The related works are presented in Section III. Implementation and evaluation are mentioned in Section IV. Section V concludes the paper.
II. THE PROPOSED SYSTEM
In this study, we propose a system that allows analysis the security threats of Android custom firmware by analyzing the Android Framework and the default settings in the kernel. Figure 3 shows the main components of the proposed system. There are five main components of the proposed system, uitXFROID, including Framework Extractor, Framework Analyzer, Kennel Extractor, Kernel Analyzer, and Reporter.
A. Framework extractor
The framework extractor is used to extract the Android Framework from the Android custom firmware. Because the firmware of different manufacturers use different file system formats. Therefore, the Framework Extractor uses a variety of techniques to extract the corresponding Android frameworks and Linux kernels.
 In terms of Android custom ROMs has system partition formatted in img, such as ViVo smartphone, we use the system mount command. The statement is as follows: sudo mount -o loop system.img system/. Listing 1 shows an example of the mount command. Step 1: Extract the .ftf file to get the system.sin file by using Python's zipfile module.
Step 2: Convert system.sin file to system.ext4 by using sin2ext4.jar. In this study, we developed sin2ext4.jar based on Flashtool tool [8].
Step 3: Mount the .ext4 file to the folder /system.
Step 4: Copy Android framework files in folder /system/framework. In the first step, we extract the Android custom ROM's ZIP file to get the system.new.dat and system.transfer.list files. To unzip the zip file, we uses the Python's zipfile module. Listing 2 shows an example of zipfile module using. In the second step, we use sdat2img.py. This is an open source tool that unzips system.new.dat (sparse file) into system.img (raw image). This tool requires system.new.dat and system.transfer.list files as the input files. We use python sdat2img.py <transfer_list> <system_new_file> [system_img], such as python sdat2img.py system.transfer.list system.new.dat system.img. Listing 3 shows an example of sdat2img.py used in this module.
Listing 3. An example of sdat2img.py
"./sdat2img.py", folderdat + "/system.transfer.list", folderdat + "/system.new.dat", folderdat + "/system.img"])
In the third step, we mount the system.img file to the folder /system to copy the Android framework files, such as sudo mount -o loop system.img system/.
B. Framework Analyzer
This module is used to analyze the risk of leakage of sensitive information in the Application framework layer of Android custom ROMs. From Android frameworks extracted from the Framework Extractor module, this module conducts analysis of potentially sensitive information flows.
In this study we created a virtual main method to create a starting point for data flow analysis in the framework layer. However, unlike Android applications, the Android Framework has a lot of methods (each framework has an average of 65,100 methods). Therefore, we selected the difference methods between the Android Framework of custom ROMs needed to analyze and the Android Framework from Android standard ROMs before creating the virtual main method. In this study, Android standard ROMs are from Google official website or Android custom ROMs verified safe in previous analysis. The procedure is described in Figure 6 . Figure 6 . The process is used to extract Linux kernel from Android custom ROMs of ASUS
Step 1: List down methods in Android custom ROM which are different from methods of Android standard ROMs.
Step 2: Create the virtual main method for these selected methods in Step 1.
Step 3: After shortlisting the different methods and creating the virtual main method, we conduct sensitive data flow analysis in the Application framework.
We proposed a system based on FlowDroid [9] to analyze sensitive data flows in the Application framework (After creating the virtual main method in Step 3). Framework analyzer uses this system to detect all possible sensitive data flows that started by sensitive source system calls and ended by critical system calls. The list of these system calls is listed in SuSi [10] .
C. Kernel Extractor
Kernel Extractor is a module used to extract the kernel of Android custom ROMs. The procedure for extracting the kernel from Android custom ROMs can be summarized in four steps as follow:
Step 1: Locate and extract the boot image from the Android custom ROM.
Step 2: Extract the boot image into difference components, including zImage.
Step 3: Split zImage into difference components, to extract the compressed kernel from the zImage decompression.
Step 4: Detect the compression type of the kernel and unpack it with the appropriate tools.
The steps of this process can be used for all firmware of different vendors, but there are some changed points which applied for different vendors because of different firmware structures and file formats. The Linux kernel extracting are showed in Figure LGextractor split_boot
LGbinExtractor 
D. Kernel Analyzer
The Kernel Analyzer is a module used to analyze sensitive information leakage risks in the Linux kernel of Android custom ROMs, and the default settings are likely to cause security risks.
In this study, we analyze the default setting such as USB debugging, WiFi, Bluetooth, allow to access with SU Access, checking the existence of abnormal IP addresses /etc/hosts to detect the URL redirection. Default settings are stored in default.prop file in the Ramdisk extracted from Kernel Extractor or other files such as /etc/hosts. Figure 13 shows the contents of default.prop file in the Ramdisk of ASUS A66A device.
Figure 13. The contents of default.prop file in the Ramdisk of ASUS A66A device
In this study, we analyze default settings that listed in Table 1 . 
E. Reporter
Module Reporter is a module used for summarizing the analyzed results from modules: Framework analyzer, and Kernel analyzer. This module allows exporting the result of integrated analysis to JSON format to provide information to the user and the web application interface layer. Figure 14 shows an example of an analytical result from the Kernel Analyzer that the Reporter module provides to the user and the web interface layer. 
III. EVALUATION

F. Hardware configuration
The proposed system is deployed on the evaluating system that has the hardware configuration showed in Table 2 . 
G. Dataset
In this study, we propose a dataset. This dataset has 10 Android custom ROMs that contain sensitive information leakage scenarios described in Table 3 . 
H. Experimental results
In this study, we tested the proposed system with the proposed dataset and 290 Android custom ROMs downloaded from the Internet. The experimental results show that the system accurately detects cases of sensitive information leakage at the Framework layer in our Android custom ROMs. Listing 4 describes an analysis result from the proposed system for the fifth sample in Table 3 . The results of this analysis indicate that the system correctly detects the sensitive information leakage. In this study, we don't conduct sensitive data flow at Linux kernel layer of Android custom ROMs yet. However, we succeed in the Linux kernel extraction task. This task is very important to conduct sensitive data flow at Linux kernel layer in the future. The experimental results of this task are showed in Table 4 . The experimental results in Table 4 show that the proposed system detects correctly the vendor name of the corresponding Android custom ROMs with 44.5%. The success rate of Kernel extraction is 96.5%. The results show that Kernel Extractor module is effective in extracting Linux Kernel to analyze sensitive data flow by Kernel analyzer module. Table 5 shows the results related to analyzing default settings of Android custom ROM in the wild. The results show that there are many Android custom ROMS contain SuperSU application and allow end user accesses to the system shell with root privilege. This finding leads to a conclusion that there are many security threats that are existing in Android custom ROMs in the wild. 
IV. RELATED WORKS
Until now, there are some findings of researches on analyzing security risks can be hidden in Android firmware [5, 6, 11, 12] . DroidRay [5] is proposed to analyze vulnerable gaps on Android firmware by conducting scanning process on pre-installed applications and default settings in Android firmware. At app-level, they extract all apk files in Android firmware, then uploading these files to VirusTotal for online malware scanning. In DroidRay, they don't analyze data flows in Android applications, it just uses results of VirusTotal detect security threat in apk files. Beside that, they analyze default settings of custom ROMs such as information of /etc/hosts or default shell mode.
Michael Grace et al. proposed Woodpecker [6] to detect sensitive data leakage in pre-installed apps of Android firmware. They used Soot [13] to analyze the sequences of calling functions in Android apps to address the data path from initiative functions in AndroidManifest.xml to sensitive functions, such as sendTextMessage. Woodpecker does not analyze inter-app communications, so it can not detect sensitive data flows through multiple applications. They also don't analyze security at Application Framework layer.
Aafe et al. proposed DroidDiff [11] to evaluate security threat in Android firmware by considering firmware configuration to determine its inconsistency from manufacturer's specification documents. DroidDiff does not analyze sensitive data flows in applications and Application Framework layer.
Zhou et al. proposed ADDICTED [12] to detect dangerous changes of device manager component in Android firmware. They use dynamic analysis technique to record calling systems in standard firmware (Android Open Source Project) [14] and custom ROMs. In the next step, they find the differences among firmware to determine what security threat containing in Android custom ROMs. They don't analyze sensitive data flows at application layer and Application framework layer.
V. CONCLUSION
In this study we proposed a method to detect sensitive data leakage in Android custom ROMs by analyzing sensitive data flow in Android Framework layer and default settings. The experimental results show that the system, uitXFROID, of the proposed method accurately detects cases of sensitive information leakage at the application framework layer in our Android custom ROMs. It also detects security threats in several Android custom ROMs in the wild by analyzing their default settings. The experimental results also show that the proposed system can accurately extract Linux kernel of Android custom ROMs in the wild to support for sensitive data flow analysis at Linux kernel layer in the future.
